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PILOT / Learning Lite

Project Information Literacy Online Tutorial (PILOT) – Ferris State University’s version of TILT – was completely re-written in Summer 2011. Aligned with Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education (ACRL, 2000) and modular in structure, PILOT includes interactive exercises, media, and self-testing as well as assessments that can be graded. PILOT is available for preview at http://pilot.maricklearning.com.

PILOT was created in Marick Learning’s Learning Lite LMS. To download this software, go to http://www.maricklearning.com/pilotdownload/. This website includes the installation manual, a teacher/developer manual, a student/guest manual, and other useful documentation.

PILOT can be used as is, it can be tweaked, or it can be an inspiration for something completely new! It provides a software platform that even HTML novices can use to edit or build tutorials including drag-and-drop questions that non-techies can create and edit, and easy-to-edit tests and quizzes with results than can be emailed.
Learning Objectives

- Determine technical requirements necessary to install PILOT
- Add, edit, and delete various components of PILOT
- Create and manage quiz sets
- Recognize PILOT’s role in assessment

Today’s Agenda

- Introduction
- Installing PILOT (discussion)
- Adding a Unit (activity)
- Reordering (demo)
- Creating and managing quiz sets (activity)

Notes: